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Data quality is only one of many
uncertainties involved in our attempt to
understand, model and predict complex
nonlinear systems and to identify the
properties emerging from them. Perhaps
not surprisingly, less than half of all
published scientific studies can be
successfully reproduced, with the earth
sciences occupying an intermediate
position among the major disciplines [1].
Uncertain data quality is only one factor
that contributes to the relatively poor
reproducibility of research studies.

It has been observed that science is a race
between inventing ways to fool and not to
fool ourselves. Actions that minimize our
self-deception include the avoidance of:
collecting or interpreting data to support a
single hypothesis, selecting the most
desired or interesting data, checking
unexpected results more than expected
ones, devising post hoc theories to explain
results, excluding collaboration with rival
or adversary labs, restricting scientists in
related fields to initially review data, and
discouraging journals from accepting
papers before research is conducted [3].
Whereas these precautions may reduce
some of the uncertainty related to selfdeception, our brains have an evolutionary
bias for heuristics over accuracy.

The uncertainty of data quality may be due
to unsuitably low thresholds for assessing
statistical significance, inappropriate
manipulation of data sets, and inadequate
research design. Data quality for earth
science is communicated via measurement
errors (instrument accuracy, technician
practices) and could be improved by
employing measurement quality codes [2].
Other sources of uncertainty are identified
or controlled via scientific rigor, method
selection and research competency.
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A more difficult source of uncertainty
includes the biases, assumptions, and
environmental or social influences that
affect the judgment and perceptions of
scientists themselves. The difficulty is that
many of these factors operate beyond
one’s awareness or control, residing within
automatic processes of the human brain.
Peer reviews, logic analyses, mathematical
proofs and digital computers undoubtedly
assist us in probing nature. Nonetheless,
these kinds of abstractions may actually
lead us further from the world we seek to
comprehend as we continually refine our
models, concepts and ideas about it.

Anais Nin noted that we don’t see things
as they are, but as we are. Accordingly, a
scientifically “objective” view of nature is
being questioned in research ranging from
quantum mechanics to consciousness. To
what extent are the nuances of the human
brain responsible for the uncertainty and
anomalies that we believe exist in nature?
Are scientists often fooled by a brain that
constructs, rather than simply observes,
the world around us? If so, do we have the
tools to deal with this kind of uncertainty?
While we can become more aware of our
propensity to generate such uncertainty,
can we somehow compensate for it?
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